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Erratum 
Volume 43, No. 1 (1973), in the article, “A Convergent Iteration Scheme 
for Bifurcation Theory in Banach Spaces,” by M. S. Berger and D. Westreich, 
pp. 136-144, the following corrections should be noted: 
P. 138, line 3: replace L by ,&,I - L. 
P. 139, line 2: replace E by 1 E /, and the last line should read: 
P. 140, line 4: replace E by j E 1 and K% by KG; line 17: replace /j F(flo , y)jl 
by IIV, > 0,+9l; Eq. (0 re ~1 ace E by I E I; line 4 from bottom: replace 
(c + II W, ~>llY by (2M + CM) l 2. 
P. 141, line 14: replace P by Pl; line 15: replace @‘I- L) by @‘I - L)-‘; 
last expression in Eq. (12) should read: 
Equation (13): replace E by j E 1; last expression in Eq. (13): replace 2Mc by 
2K 1 E /; line 5 from bottom: replace T&I, ZI’) by T(p’, 0’) and co by EU~; line 3 
from bottom: replace c by 2~; line 2 from bottom: replace c2 + 11 T(p’, o’)j2 
by (I E I + II W’, ~‘)102. 
P. 143, Eqs. (15) and (16): replace --fro) by -PO) u,; lines 6,7 from bottom: 
replace E by / E j ; last line; replace u0 - g by u. + g. 
P. 144, Eq. (19): replace u. - g by u. + g. 
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